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proffered that, relative to major effect mutations, minor effect
mutations are more likely to be beneficial, but less likely to fix
in a population. Kimura’s results supported intermediate effect
mutations as the most likely mutational class to underlie
adaptations.
More recently, researchers have attempted to model the
genetic basis of adaptation by focusing on DNA or protein
sequence evolution (see Orr, 2005a, b for a description of this
research area). These studies have provided evidence for
a small number of sequence changes occurring during the
adaptive evolution of a gene (Gillespie, 1991), as well as
support for large relative fitness increases after the substitution
of a beneficial mutation (Orr, 1998). Together, these results
imply that major effect mutations may be important to adaptive
evolution.
Empirical results, primarily from quantitative trait locus
(QTL) mapping experiments, have been largely consistent with
theoretical predictions (this has been discussed elsewhere, e.g.,
Remington and Purugganan, 2003). QTL mapping experiments
have shown that the number and effect of loci controlling
adaptive plant traits are variable with anywhere from a couple
to many QTLs detectable. However, these QTL results cannot
be taken entirely at face value because the degree to which
QTLs represent single or multiple loci in plants is unresolved.
Though the genetic architecture of adaptation has received
much discussion, the genetic dissection of more adaptive traits
is necessary to expose any generalities about the molecular
basis of adaptive evolution. Whether adaptation typically
proceeds through changes in regulatory or structural genes,
whether certain types of mutations are most commonly utilized
by natural selection, and whether the number and effect of loci
that underlie adaptations are typically large or small are
questions that cannot be satisfactorily answered with existing
data. Pinpointing the genes that underlie adaptations will
elucidate how present adaptations have evolved and will
facilitate a broader understanding of how adaptations arise at
the molecular level.

THE NATURE OF ADAPTATIONS
Since Charles Darwin first postulated adaptation’s central
evolutionary role, much has been learned about how
adaptations occur (1859). A major gap in our understanding
remains, however, in connecting adaptive traits to their
underlying molecular bases. Bridging this gap by isolating
adaptive genes is important not only for discerning the
evolutionary histories of individual traits, but also for clarifying
how selection on phenotypes influences genetic and genomic
changes.
The precise nature of the genetic architecture of adaptation—
the number and effect of the genetic changes underlying
adaptive traits—has proven both theoretically and empirically
challenging to estimate. Ronald Fisher was the first to address
this topic theoretically through his ‘‘geometric model’’ of
phenotypic change and adaptation (Fisher, 1930). He concluded that the probability a mutation will be adaptive is nearly
50% for mutations of infinitesimally small effects and
approximately zero for mutations of very large effects. Fisher
and others used these results to argue that adaptation occurs
through the accumulation of many beneficial mutations of
small effect (Orr, 2005a). Motoo Kimura (1983) later
challenged Fisher’s findings, noting that the substitution rate
of advantageous mutations under positive selection is not just
dependent on the probability that a mutation is advantageous,
but also on the probability of the mutation’s fixation. He
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A variety of methods exist for mapping genes involved in
plant adaptations. Typically the methods used to map these
genes attempt to detect natural selection at the molecular level
or to find statistical associations between polymorphisms and
adaptive traits. These techniques span many levels of genomic
scale and can be used to connect adaptive traits to specific
genes and polymorphisms (Fig. 1). Technologies for studying
gene expression have become an additional tool for mapping
plant adaptive genes, especially those that exhibit presence/
absence polymorphisms in nature. We discuss these methods
and their merits for use in plants.
Detecting selection from molecular data—Adaptations are
shaped by selection, which can leave a distinctive imprint on
the levels and patterns of nucleotide variation in an organism’s
genome. Numerous statistical tests that use molecular variation
data to identify genes that bear the signature of selection exist
(Nielsen, 2001). The null hypothesis for these tests is often that
the observed genetic variation is consistent with selective
neutrality at the locus of interest (Kimura, 1983) and that
significant departures from this neutral expectation may be
indicative of the action of selection.
One class of tests for selection examines the frequencies of
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a sample of
sequenced alleles. Sequences that have evolved neutrally are
expected to display a different pattern of SNPs than those that
have experienced selection (Tajima, 1989). For example,
positively selected alleles that have recently swept to fixation
should possess an excess of low-frequency SNPs (MaynardSmith and Haigh, 1974; Kaplan et al., 1989). In contrast, some
modes of balancing selection create an excess of intermediate
frequency SNPs (Hudson and Kaplan, 1988). These tests, such
as those proposed by Tajima (1989), Fu and Li (1993), and Fay
and Wu (2000), examine whether the pattern of SNPs at
a given gene is consistent with neutrality.
Another class of tests compares levels of polymorphism
within a gene to levels of divergence at that gene between the
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species of interest and a closely related outgroup species. These
tests are founded in the expectation that polymorphism and
divergence levels at a locus should be proportional under
neutrality. The Hudson–Kreitman–Aguade test (the HKA test;
Hudson et al., 1987), which compares polymorphism and
divergence at a gene of interest to one or more neutral reference
loci, is the most commonly used form of this test. A similar test
in this class, the McDonald–Kreitman (MK; McDonald and
Kreitman, 1991) test, differentiates between polymorphisms or
substitutions that affect the protein sequence encoded by a gene
and those that do not.
An indicator of selection similar to the MK test examines
dn : ds (or Ka : Ks) ratios in protein-coding genes, where dn (or
Ka) is the nonsynonymous substitution rate and ds (or Ks) is the
synonymous substitution rate for a particular gene (Nei and
Gojobori, 1986). Under neutrality, the dn : ds ratio of a gene is
expected to equal 1, and departures from this expectation can
be indicative of selection (see Nielsen, 2001, for a more detailed discussion). The dn : ds ratios can be constructed for
orthologous sequences obtained from multiple species or
individuals or for duplicate loci. More sophisticated tests using
codon-based models have also been successful in identifying
specific amino acid positions in a protein that show a history of
positive selection (Yang, 1997).
A final class of tests relies on strong divergence between
particular genes in populations or species as an indicator of
selection. This is the basis of the Lewontin–Krakauer test,
which tests whether the variance of FST estimates from
different loci sampled from multiple populations is larger than
what might be expected by chance (Lewontin and Krakauer,
1973). Significant results from this test may be indicative of
selection-driven population divergence.
Many of the tests described in this section must be used with
caution as patterns suggestive of selection can also arise from
demographic effects (Hein et al., 2004). It may be possible to
control for demographic effects by using empirical distributions of test statistics obtained from genome-wide sequencing
projects, rather than distributions from theoretical models, to
assess statistical significance (Luikart et al., 2003). This is

Fig. 1. The genomic scale of different genetic methods to isolate adaptive trait genes. A challenge exists in connecting broad genomic associations to
specific adaptive polymorphisms. Combining genetic methods is the most likely approach to be successful in connecting adaptive traits to specific genes
and polymorphisms.
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sometimes referred to as adaptive trait locus mapping. Loci that
exist in the tails of these empirical distributions may be
regarded as candidate adaptive genes subject to further
examination. It should be noted that the value of a test statistic
for a gene may fall in the tails of these empirical distributions
by chance, so additional experimentation is necessary to prove
that a gene is indeed adaptive.
An alternative to the aforementioned tests is to use
simulation-based approaches to assess selection. In particular,
coalescent theory (Kingman, 1982; Hudson, 1991) has provided a powerful opportunity to detect selection at the
molecular level under a variety of evolutionary scenarios
(Nordborg, 2001). Coalescent simulation can be used to
generate distributions of genealogies against which samples
of alleles can be statistically compared (Rosenberg and
Nordborg, 2002; Hein et al., 2004). Additionally, other noncoalescent methods, such as Poisson random field (PRF)-based
methods, have been constructed to estimate the selection
coefficients of sampled genes (Bustamante et al., 2002). These
methods have proven to be of great utility in the search for
genes under selection.
Genetic mapping of plant adaptive genes—Multiple
techniques, including QTL mapping and linkage disequilibrium mapping methods, exist for mapping genes underlying
adaptive traits based on marker-trait associations (as reviewed
in Mackay, 2001; Remington et al., 2001b; Whitt and Buckler,
2003; Phillips, 2005, and elsewhere). These methods have
proven successful for mapping genes for trait variation in
several plant species, such as A. thaliana, tomato, and maize
(see Remington et al., 2001b for discussion).
In QTL mapping, loci controlling trait variation between two
individuals are mapped to specific genomic regions. Initially,
individuals that differ in traits of interest are crossed, and their
progeny are inbred and backcrossed to generate populations of
recombinant inbred lines (RILs). These RILs are typically
homozygous throughout the majority of their genomes with
different genomic regions being descended from each parent.
When grown in a controlled setting or a common garden,
phenotypic differences can be mapped back to the genome
based on trait associations with parental markers.
QTL mapping has played a prominent role in mapping
genomic regions that control phenotypic variation in many
species of plants. Most of these studies have resulted in the
characterization of large-sized QTLs (.500 kb) that span
hundreds of genes (e.g., Ungerer et al., 2002). Subsequent finemapping using nearly isogenic lines (NILs) is generally
necessary to localize the gene(s) of effect within identified
QTLs (Tanksley, 1993). The resolution of QTL mapping
experiments can be improved by increasing marker density and
the number of RILs, but rarely have QTLs been localized to
regions of fewer than 10 genes.
An additional caveat with QTL mapping is that the typical
biparental origin of most mapping populations may lead to the
identification of QTLs that are found only in the parental lines
and are not prevalent in the general population or species. This
almost certainly has been the case for some QTLs that have
been identified in A. thaliana, which due to its species history
possesses a high number of rare polymorphisms throughout the
genome that are often present in only a single ecotype. For
other plant species that have higher outcrossing rates and less
population structure, QTLs are more likely to be representative
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Fig. 2. A genealogical history without recombination. Polymorphisms
A, B, and C are in complete linkage disequilibrium (LD) with each other.
Here, LD is generated by the shared history of linked positions.

of genetic variation segregating within the population or
species.
An alternative approach to mapping adaptive genes is to
perform linkage disequilibrium mapping. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is the nonrandom association of polymorphisms
within a population (Pritchard and Przeworski, 2001; Fig. 2).
Because polymorphisms that are in LD with a functionally
important polymorphism will also be associated with any
phenotypic differences caused by that polymorphism, LD can
be exploited to map the genomic regions that underlie
adaptations. In practice, LD mapping requires a sample of
genotyped and phenotyped individuals taken from a natural
population or from a family with a known pedigree.
Correlations between observed genetic variants and trait
variation in this sample can then be measured, leading to the
identification of specific polymorphisms or haplotypes that
explain adaptive trait variation.
In LD mapping, the mapping resolution is primarily
influenced by the rate of LD decay. In A. thaliana, LD usually
decays within 20 to 50 kb (Nordborg et al., 2005), which
suggests that LD mapping may have a resolution approximately an order of magnitude higher than QTL mapping
(Aranzana et al., 2005). In maize, LD decays much faster than
in A. thaliana, oftentimes within a couple kilobases (Remington et al., 2001a). Because LD patterns vary substantially
across plant species, the utility of this method for non-model
plants has yet to be determined.
LD mapping is not without its caveats. In particular, this
method is prone to spurious results based on population
structure. Techniques exist for assessing the extent of cryptic
population structure and accounting for it in association tests
(Pritchard and Rosenberg, 1999; Pritchard et al., 2000a, b). A
recent survey in A. thaliana found that including estimates of
population structure as covariates in association tests dramatically reduced the number of false positives throughout the
genome (Aranzana et al., 2005). Another concern for LD
mapping is its lack of power for identifying associations at loci
with very low minor allele frequencies. Increased sampling can
reduce this problem, but not entirely solve it in some plant
species. Overall, LD mapping has proven successful in plants,
such as in maize (e.g., Thornsberry et al., 2001; Wilson et al.,
2004) and Arabidopsis (e.g., Caicedo et al., 2004; Olsen et al.,
2004; Aranzana et al., 2005; Gibson and Weir, 2005).
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Expression mapping—An alternative approach to adaptive
gene mapping has come from advances in technologies for
studying gene expression. Either cDNA- or oligonucleotidebased whole genome microarrays are available for many plant
species. Whole genome transcriptional analysis with these
microarrays can be used to identify loci that control
transcriptional differences between individuals. One increasingly used method is to analyze the transcriptomes of RILs in
order to define expression QTLs (eQTLs)—marker intervals
correlated with transcriptional variation (Gibson and Weir,
2005). Such screens allow for the differentiation of cis and
trans eQTLs based on the position of the significant marker
relative to the transcribed gene.
In conjunction with genetic mapping, gene expression
analysis provides a powerful tool for connecting genetic
variation to adaptive trait differences. Not only will this
technology help in the identification of evolutionarily
important genes and polymorphisms, but it may also help to
determine the functional molecular basis of adaptive trait
changes.
CONTEMPORARY STUDIES OF ADAPTATION
IN PLANTS
Although few studies of adaptation have spanned all relevant
levels of biological organization (Wright and Gaut, 2005b),
several plant adaptations have been extensively examined from
ecological, evolutionary, and molecular perspectives. In the
following section, we will summarize some of these notable
examples in which specific genes responsible for putatively or
established adaptive phenotypic variation have been identified.
These studies represent the application of the techniques
described in the previous sections.
Adaptive trait locus mapping using selection signatures in
plant genomes—For A. thaliana, there have been several
moderate- to large-scale screens for adaptive genes based on
selection tests. A sequence-based screen of 334 randomly
distributed genomic regions among 12 ecotypes, for example,
led to the identification of 28 loci that were in the tails of the
empirical distribution of various test statistics (Schmid et al.,
2005). In a similar screen of rapidly evolving genes between A.
thaliana and A. lyrata, 14 genes among 304 compared
orthologues were shown to have Ka values exceeding Ks
values (Barrier et al., 2003). Six of these genes were examined
further by comparing within- to between-species patterns of
nucleotide change in the coding regions of these loci, and these
rapidly evolving genes were demonstrated to have a higher
average selection intensity than previously studied genes in A.
thaliana.
One can also use genomic screens to identify loci that have
been under balancing selection or that have been involved in
local adaptation. Genes subject to these types of selection
pressures are expected to have high levels of intraspecific
variation (Hudson and Kaplan, 1988). A recent screen for high
diversity genes in A. thaliana found three genomic regions with
higher variation than the rest of the genome (Cork and
Purugganan, 2005). One of these genomic regions harbored
a member of a class of disease resistance genes commonly
associated with balanced polymorphisms, while the putative
reasons for selection for high diversity on the other loci remain
unclear.
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The genomic screen approach has also been used in maize to
identify loci with reduced levels of diversity due to selection
associated with domestication and crop diversification (Wright
et al., 2005a). In this study, 774 loci were sampled from 14
maize and 16 teosinte inbred lines to estimate the severity of
the bottleneck associated with the domestication of maize from
teosinte. Using a bottleneck scenario to model the demographic
effects of domestication, they identified two classes of genes—
one class of genes whose sequence variation is consistent with
the bottleneck and one for genes that are putative domestication
loci. Two to four percent of the studied loci were estimated to
belong to the latter group, and extending these results to the
entire maize genome, up to 1200 genes could have been
responsible for maize domestication.
Floral adaptations in Ipomoea—Floral color variation in
the American morning glory (Ipomoea), has been implicated in
adaptive evolution (Clegg and Durbin, 2003). These adaptive
changes are believed to be driven by complex interactions
between these plants and their pollinators and are based on
pollinator preferences for particular floral colors. Because the
molecular pathways underlying floral pigmentation have been
well characterized, researchers have been successful in
identifying the molecular bases for much of the floral color
variation in these species.
Ipomoea purpurea, which is indigenous to Mexico and was
likely introduced into the southeastern U.S. concomitant with
maize culture, possesses three main floral colors—blue, red,
and white—that are often found in different color blends and
patterns. In Mexico, most populations are fixed for blue
flowers, but in the U.S. white and red flowers are not
uncommon. Selection has been implicated in the maintenance
of the white polymorphism, but no evidence has been found for
selection on the other floral variants (Clegg and Durbin, 2000).
Ecological studies have suggested that white flowers are
discriminated against by pollinators when rare but that they
increase in frequency through self-fertilization (Clegg and
Durbin, 2000).
Floral color in Ipomoea is determined primarily by the
relative concentrations of two anthocyanin derivatives—
cyanidin, which produces blue flowers, and pelargonidin,
which produces red flowers. Two anthocyanin pathway genes
have been identified that control floral color and patterning
variation in I. purpurea (Clegg and Durbin, 2003). Flavonoid
3 0 -hydroxylase (F3 0 H) has been shown to confer the dominant
blue phenotype and the recessive red phenotype (Zufall and
Rausher, 2003). In addition, chalcone synthase-D (CHS-D),
which possesses many natural alleles, was found to control
floral color patterning through epistasis with other loci (Habu
et al., 1998). Though the cloning of these genes represents
a major achievement, no selective basis has been demonstrated
for the maintenance of these polymorphisms in nature.
Multiple subgenera of Ipomoea, including the clade
containing I. quamoclit, another well-studied species in this
genus, have undergone changes from blue to red flowers to
facilitate adaptive pollinator shifts from bees to birds (Zufall
and Rausher, 2004). Molecular analysis of anthocyanin
pathway genes in I. quamoclit revealed that F3 0 H mRNA
levels are dramatically reduced in this species relative to the
predominantly blue I. purpurea, though biochemical analysis
showed I. quamoclit’s MF3 0 H is still functional. In addition, I.
quamoclit’s dihydroflavonol reductase-B (DFR-B), one of
three paralogues of this gene in Ipomoea, was found to have
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numerous insertions and amino acid substitutions, as well as
a 59-bp upstream shift of the stop codon. Heterologous
complementation tests in the model genetic system A. thaliana
found that the I. purpurea DFR-B gene could complement A.
thaliana DFR null mutants, but that I. quamoclit’s DFR-B gene
could not. These results provide strong evidence that one or
both of these molecular changes—the F3 0 H regulatory changes
and the DFR-B mutations—are responsible for the adaptive
floral color transition from blue to red in I. quamoclit.
Flowering time variation in A. thaliana—Flowering time is
a major developmental transition in plants, and this trait is
likely a strong determinant of fecundity (Simpson and Dean,
2002). In the model genetic species A. thaliana, the timing of
flowering varies significantly between different accessions
(Nordborg and Bergelson, 1999), although the adaptive
significance of this variation is still under active exploration
(see Engelmann and Purugganan, in press, for a discussion of
this ongoing research). Flowering time in A. thaliana has been
shown to exhibit a latitudinal cline, suggesting the possible
adaptation of this trait to a geographical/climatic component
(Stinchcombe et al., 2004).
Over 60 genes have been shown to regulate flowering time
in A. thaliana, illustrating the complex molecular circuitry
underlying this trait. Much less is known about the genetic
controls of natural variation in flowering time, because only
four genes have been cloned that contribute to flowering time
differences across populations of this species. CRYPTOCHROME 2 (CRY2), which is involved in blue light
photoreception, was one of the first genes to be shown to
contribute to flowering time variation in A. thaliana (El-Assal
et al., 2001). Two amino acid polymorphisms were identified
that result in altered CRY2 protein levels during the circadian
cycle, causing the early flowering of plants under short day
conditions. These polymorphisms, however, were found only
in an accession from the Cape Verde Islands (the Cvi ecotype),
and it is unclear whether this allele is the product of rare
mutations or a local adaptation. An association study suggested
that more common haplotypes of CRY2 also contribute to
flowering time variation in this species (Olsen et al., 2004).
A similarly rare polymorphism has been observed in the
FLOWERING LOCUS M/MADS AFFECTING FLOWERING 1
(FLM/MAF1) gene of the Nd-1 accession of A. thaliana, which
was collected from Niederzenz, Germany (Werner et al., 2005).
Initially identified as a QTL controlling over 60% of the
flowering time variation in a recombinant inbred line (RIL)
population derived from the Nd-1 and Columbia (Col-3 and
Col-5) ecotypes, sequencing of the FLM genomic region in Nd1 found that it was entirely absent in this accession.
Genotyping of a larger group of accessions showed that the
Nd-1 FLM deletion was unique to plants sampled from
Niederzenz.
The most significant contributor to flowering time variation
that has been characterized in A. thaliana to date, both in terms
of effect and frequency, is the FRIGIDA (FRI) gene (Johanson
et al., 2000). Molecular analysis revealed that multiple loss-offunction FRI alleles possessing large deletions segregate in
natural populations of A. thaliana, at least two of which are
found at moderate frequency throughout the species range
(Johanson et al., 2000; Hagenblad and Nordborg, 2002; Le
Corre et al., 2002; Hagenblad et al., 2004; Stinchcombe et al.,
2004). Among A. thaliana accessions carrying a functional FRI
allele, there exists a FRI genotype-dependent latitudinal cline
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in flowering time under field conditions (Stinchcombe et al.,
2004). Recent work has shown that FRI’s association with
flowering time is detectable with markers 100 kb away from
FRI (Aranzana et al., 2005). This atypically extensive LD
around FRI may be due to FRI’s involvement in local
adaptation and selective sweeps.
An epistatic effect of FRI on FLOWERING LOCUS C
(FLC), which encodes a MADS box floral repressor that is
known to be upregulated by FRI, may be responsible for this
latitudinal cline in flowering time (Caicedo et al., 2004). Two
major FLC haplotype groups have been detected in A. thaliana,
and there is significant flowering time variation associated with
FRI-FLC two-locus genotypes. FLC haplotypes also show
a significant latitudinal distribution, but only in functional FRI
backgrounds. Finally, FRI and FLC show significant intergenic
linkage disequilibrium, even though the two genes are found in
two different A. thaliana chromosomes. However, there is
some question as whether this clinal pattern reflects some
unrecognized cryptic population structure. These findings,
however, suggest that epistatic selection may underlie flowering time variation in this species, although these associations
need confirmation by molecular analysis of the different alleles
at these loci (Caicedo et al., 2004; Stinchcombe et al., 2004).
Although these four genes have been shown to contain
polymorphisms that underlie natural variation in flowering
time in A. thaliana, QTL mapping experiments suggest that
there are many other loci that contribute to this trait variation
(Ungerer et al., 2002, 2003; Weinig et al., 2002). Interestingly,
the genes controlling flowering time variation appear to differ
between laboratory and field conditions (Weinig et al., 2002).
This emphasizes the importance of studying the genetics of
adaptive traits in ecological settings. Work remains to identify
these ecologically relevant genetic polymorphisms and their
potential contributions to life history adaptation in this species.
The evolution of plant mating systems: self-incompatibility
and selfing—Self-incompatibility (SI), the prevention of selffertilization, has evolved multiple times across distantly related
plant species (Matton et al., 1994). SI is commonly regarded as
adaptive due to its role in promoting genetic diversity through
the generation of heterozygosity and new allelic combinations.
In many plants, the S (Sterility) locus, which is comprised of
multiple allelic loci essential to self-recognition, is the primary
controller of SI (Nasrallah, 1997). The maintenance of S-locus
diversity by balancing selection has been the subject of intense
investigation, and it remains one of the classic examples of
frequency dependent selection, which is one type of balancing
selection, in nature (Charlesworth et al., 2005).
While much is known about the genetic basis of selfincompatibility, much less is known about the genetic basis for
the evolution of selfing. In A. thaliana, the S locus is present
but nonfunctional, resulting in the loss of SI and a very high
rate of self-fertilization relative to its outcrossing congeners.
This species lacks functional copies of both S-locus receptor
kinase (SRK) and S-locus cysteine-rich protein (SCR), the
receptor and ligand, respectively, responsible for SI and
encoded by the S locus. Transformation of A. thaliana with
functional copies of the SRK and SCR genes from A. lyrata is
sufficient to create self-incompatible A. thaliana, confirming
that one of these genes is responsible for the loss of SI
(Nasrallah et al., 2002). Recent work has provided evidence for
positive selection on loss-of-function alleles at the SCR locus,
suggesting that pseudogenization of SCR (and possibly SRK),
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is the most likely explanation for the evolution of selfing in A.
thaliana (Shimizu et al., 2004).
Coalescent analysis of the observed genetic variation within
the A. thaliana S locus suggests that the transition from SI to
self-compatibility arose very recently, likely having evolved
during the population expansion of this species from postglacial refugia in Europe (Shimizu et al., 2004). This expansion
is believed to have occurred approximately 17 000 years ago
and to have had a significant effect on species-wide genetic
variation of A. thaliana (Sharbel et al., 2000). The evolution of
self-fertilization in A. thaliana at this time may have been
adaptive by allowing continued reproduction in this species
during the population expansion despite a deficiency of
reproductive partners. This hypothesis is supported by changes
that have occurred in other floral characters in A. thaliana to
facilitate autopollination (Shimizu and Purugganan, 2005).
Disease resistance in A. thaliana—The interaction of
pathogens and their hosts has been a powerful model for the
study of coevolution (Bent, 1996; Bergelson et al., 2001).
Numerous disease resistance loci have been identified in the
plant genetic model A. thaliana (e.g., Kunkel et al., 1993;
Grant et al., 1995), and multiple studies of the molecular
evolutionary dynamics of pathogen resistance loci in A.
thaliana have been conducted (Caicedo et al., 1999; Stahl et
al., 1999; Tian et al., 2002; Mauricio et al., 2003). These
studies suggest that resistance (R) genes are often maintained as
highly divergent alleles or presence/absence polymorphisms
due to balancing selection driven by interactions between host
plants and their pathogens (Bergelson et al., 2001).
One extensively studied R gene is RPM1, which encodes an
NBS-LRR protein that confers resistance to Pseudomonas
syringae strains carrying either the AvrRPM1 or AvrB
avirulence genes (Stahl et al., 1999). This gene exists as
a presence/absence polymorphism across the A. thaliana
species range, and the genomic region surrounding it possesses
the molecular signature of balancing selection. The creation of
transgenic lines differing only in the presence or absence of
RPM1 was used to demonstrate that a fitness tradeoff at RPM1
could be responsible for the maintenance of this balanced
polymorphism (Tian et al., 2003).
A larger-scale study of the 20-kb genomic region containing
RPS5, another NBS-LRR protein-encoding R gene, also found
evidence for balancing selection (Tian et al., 2002). This gene
confers resistance to Pseudomonas syringae strains that
express the AvrPph3 avirulence gene. Like RPM1, this locus
also possesses a widespread presence/absence polymorphism,
but an additional susceptible allele that contains a frameshift
mutation was discovered. The pattern of molecular variation
and linkage disequilibrium at this locus suggests that balancing
selection is acting upon RPS5. These RPS2 and RPS5 studies
provide excellent examples of how ecologically based selection
can be connected to molecular signatures at the genomic level.
The genomics of herbivore resistance and growth rate in
A. thaliana—How plants defend themselves against their
predators has also played a central role in the study of the
molecular evolution of ecological interactions. Glucosinolates,
a class of secondary metabolites produced by many plants, are
thought to provide an important defense against herbivory in
the Brassicaceae. Much is known about the biochemical
pathways that produce glucosinolates in A. thaliana and a gene
controlling variation in the types of glucosinolates synthesized,
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methylthioalkylmalate synthase1 (MAM1), has been identified
in this species (Kroymann et al., 2001).
Sequencing of the MAM genomic region in 25 ecotypes
found that a closely linked paralogue of MAM1, designated
MAM2, was often present (Kroymann et al., 2003). The
presence of MAM1, MAM2, or both genes in the MAM genomic
region was highly variable. A significant association was
detected between the types of glucosinolates produced by an
ecotype and its MAM1/MAM2 genotype. In addition, the
pattern of genetic variation at MAM2 was indicative of
balancing selection acting on this gene, suggesting that an
ecological trade-off might influence this locus.
Unintentionally, further analysis of the upstream and
downstream genomic regions surrounding the MAM cluster
found two QTLs for growth rate within 100 kb of each other
(Kroymann and Mitchell-Olds, 2005). One of these QTLs was
fine-mapped to a single gene, at which balancing selection was
detected from a molecular population genetic sample. The
other QTL was refined to a 32-kb interval, but could not be
mapped to a specific gene. Epistasis was shown to exert strong
influence upon the effects of these loci on growth rate. The
identification of these growth rate loci represents a major
achievement, but whether they contribute to fitness in the
natural habitat of Arabidopsis needs to be determined.
The signature of selection in domestication genes—
Domestication has long been viewed as a model for adaptation
(Darwin, 1859, 1897). Investigating the evolution of crop
‘‘domestication traits’’ favored by early farming cultures (e.g.,
the loss of seed dispersal mechanisms or an increased yield
under agricultural field conditions), in addition to the
subsequent diversification of other crop traits that have arisen
from selective breeding to satisfy diverse human cultural
preferences (e.g., different grain colors and tastes), can provide
tremendous insight into the genomic signature of selection on
specific traits (Doebley, 2004). Furthermore, though domestication may not precisely replicate adaptation, the characterization of the genes responsible for domestication traits may help
to clarify the number and effects of genes that underlie the
changes in selected traits.
The study of the molecular genetics of domestication is most
clearly illustrated by studies of maize (Zea mays subsp. mays).
Maize possesses a strikingly different morphology from its
teosinte progenitor (Z. mays subsp. parviglumis), and QTL
mapping studies have identified several genomic regions that
harbor genes responsible for this species differentiation
(Doebley, 2004). Two major phenotypic changes associated
with maize domestication were a substantial decrease in
axillary branching (Doebley et al., 1997; Gallavotti et al.,
2004) and a reduction in glume size that exposed kernels on the
corn ears (Dorweiler et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2005).
Substantial effort has resulted in the characterization of the
genes responsible for both of these maize domestication traits.
The increase in apical dominance in maize relative to
teosinte has been mapped to the teosinte branched1 (tb1) gene,
which has higher expression in maize than teosinte (Doebley et
al., 1997). This gene has a significant depression in genetic
variability in the 5 0 non-transcribed region of maize tb1
compared to teosinte tb1, suggesting that this region could have
been the target of positive selection that resulted in a change in
gene regulation (Wang et al., 1999). More extensive analysis of
the genomic region surrounding this region has shown that the
selective sweep associated with the fixation of tb1 in maize
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extends for more than 60 kb of the upstream intergenic region
(Clark et al., 2004). The barren stalk1 (ba1) gene, an additional
domestication locus that is epistatic to tb1, has been
characterized, and has been proposed to be a target of selection
during postdomestication improvement of maize (Gallavotti et
al., 2004).
A major effect gene has also been characterized for glume
reduction in maize. This gene, teosinte glume architecture 1
(tga1), which was also initially identified as a QTL for
domestication traits between maize and teosinte, explains up to
50% of the glume reduction associated with domestication
(Dorweiler et al., 1993). The pattern of variation at tga1
suggests that this locus has been the target of a selective sweep
(Wang et al., 2005), again showing that the signature of
artificial selection is often apparent at the molecular level in
domesticated species. In addition to tb1, ba1, and tga1,
hundreds of other domestication genes may exist in maize (as
described in an earlier section [Wright et al., 2005a]).
Efforts to identify genes underlying domestication traits in
other species have also been successful. Heterotopic expression
of the MPF2 gene, which encodes a MADS box protein, is
suggested to have led to the evolution of the fruit husks in the
genus Physalis (He and Saedler, 2005). Positive selection on
the CAULIFLOWER gene has been shown to have been
important in the origin of cauliflower (Brassica oleracea subsp.
botrytis) (and possibly broccoli [B. oleracea subsp. italica])
(Purugganan et al., 2000). In rice, selection on a mutation
impairing proper pre-mRNA splicing of the Waxy gene
transcript has been critical to the evolution of glutinous
(‘‘sticky’’) rice (Olsen and Purugganan, 2002) and possibly the
major variety group referred to as temperate japonica (Oryza
sativa subsp. japonica; Olsen et al., 2006). Lastly, multiple
genes that may have been important to differences in fruit
morphology between wild and domestic tomato have been
identified (Frary et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2002). The study of the
domestication of crop plants has provided many insights into
the genetic targets of selection on specific traits.
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containing A. thaliana, based on this paradigm. More examples
of adaptive genes are needed in non-model plant species.
The continued characterization of adaptive genes in plants
will make it possible to answer some longstanding questions
about adaptation. For instance, that epistasis in genetic
networks and pathways can shape how adaptations evolve is
generally accepted, but the effect of natural selection acts on
such systems is unknown (Cork and Purugganan, 2004). In
addition, why parallel and repeated adaptations, such as the
transition to self-compatibility, have occurred numerous times
in plants across both intraspecific and interspecific scales can
only be fully understood once the genetic architectures for
these traits have been identified (Wood et al., 2005). These are
just two areas in evolutionary biology that will benefit from the
mapping of adaptive genes.
The research described in this paper parallels efforts of the
animal research community to identify adaptive genes and to
understand the effects of natural selection at the genomic level.
For instance, selection signature screens of genes throughout
the human genome have identified loci that have likely been
important to human adaptive evolution (Clark et al., 2003;
Bustamante et al., 2005). Efforts to classify the proportion of
adaptive and deleterious mutations throughout animal genomes
have provided another avenue for exploring how genomes
evolve under selection (Eyre-Walker and Keightley, 1999;
Smith and Eyre-Walker, 2002). The extension of the methods
used in these examples to plants will help to determine how
natural selection has shaped plant genomes. Plant evolutionary
genetics has experienced many successes, but much work
remains in determining plant adaptive traits and their underlying genetic controls. Techniques exist to study adaptive
evolution on many levels, making it possible to formulate
comprehensive explanations for how plant evolution has
occurred. The continued progress of this field will help to
explain the extant condition of plant biodiversity and should
provide important insights into how adaptation occurs at the
genetic level.
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